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ABSTRACT
Here we propose a new scheme to reconstruct the baryon acoustic oscillations (BAO) signal,
with key cosmological information, based on deep convolutional neural networks. After train-
ing the network with almost no fine-tuning, in the test set, the network recovers large-scale
modes accurately: the correlation coefficient between the ground truth and recovered initial
conditions still reach 90% at k ≤ 0.2 hMpc−1, which significantly improves the BAO signal-
to-noise ratio until the scale k = 0.4 hMpc−1. Furthermore, our scheme is independent of the
survey boundary since it reconstructs initial condition based on local density distribution in
configuration space, which means that we can gain more information from the whole survey
space. Finally, we found our trained network is not sensitive to the cosmological parameters
and works very well in those cosmologies close to that of our training set. This new scheme
will possibly help us dig out more information from the current, on-going and future galaxy
surveys.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Understanding observations and using them to constrain the nature
of physics is a long-term task in modern cosmology, which requires
both obtaining high quality data and developing accurate data anal-
yses methods. The baryon acoustic oscillations (BAOs), imprinted
on the large scale structure, is a standard ruler in cosmology and
plays an important rule in studying the cosmic expansion history or
the properties of dark energy.
The acoustic oscillation is derived from the coupling of
baryons and photons in the early Universe (see a good review,
Weinberg et al. (2013)). After recombination, this feature is im-
printed in both the cosmic microwave background (CMB) and the
matter distribution. The CMB anisotropy measurements have pro-
vided highly precise constraints on the sound horizon in high red-
shift (Peebles & Yu (1970); Sunyaev & Zeldovich (1970), and for
recent results Planck Collaboration et al. (2016); Bennett et al.
(2013)). In the case of galaxy clustering, the BAO feature imprinted
in the form of a characteristic scale provides an absolute distance
? E-mail: maotianxiang@nao.cas.cn
† E-mail: jie.wang@nao.cas.cn
scale and can be used to measure the expansion rate H(z), and has
been detected at redshift about 0.1 ∼ 0.8 and 2.5 (for recent results
and a summary of BAO measurements, see Alam et al. (2017)) as
a peak in the correlation function or as a harmonic sequence of os-
cillations in the power spectrum. Fortunately, the relatively large
scale at which the BAO feature (about 150 Mpc) is located protects
it from most of the nonlinear evolution and gives us a chance to
detect it today, making the BAO a robust tool for measuring the
cosmological distance scale.
However, the late-time nonlinear evolution does broaden and
shift the BAO peak in the correlation function, or equivalently
damp high-k oscillations in the power spectrum, which decreases
the accuracy and precision on the detection of the BAO signal
(Meiksin et al. 1999; Springel et al. 2005; Angulo et al. 2005; Seo
& Eisenstein 2005; Jeong & Komatsu 2006; Huff et al. 2007; Eisen-
stein et al. 2007a; Angulo et al. 2008; Padmanabhan & White 2009;
Seo et al. 2010; Mehta et al. 2011; Sherwin & Zaldarriaga 2012).
Additionally, some other effects can also introduce difficulties in
BAO measurement, such as the survey boundary, galaxy bias and
redshift-space distortions. In order to correct this blurring caused
by nonlinear evolution, Eisenstein et al. (2007b) proposed a recon-
struction method (hereafter standard reconstruction) by moving the
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galaxies back along large-scale bulk flows, which considerably en-
hances the BAO peak both in theory (Seo et al. 2008; Padmanab-
han et al. 2009; Noh et al. 2009; Seo et al. 2010; Mehta et al. 2011;
White 2015; Schmittfull et al. 2015) and in observations (Padman-
abhan et al. 2012; Xu et al. 2013; Anderson et al. 2014; Kazin et al.
2014; Ross et al. 2015; Beutler et al. 2016, 2017; Hinton et al.
2017).
Recently, motivated by the success of standard reconstruction
and the current or upcoming observations (e.g. 2MASS (Skrutskie
et al. 2006), 4MOST (de Jong et al. 2012), 6dF (Jones et al. 2009),
SDSS (Alam et al. 2017), DES (Dark Energy Survey Collaboration
et al. 2016), PFS (Takada et al. 2014), DESI (DESI Collaboration
et al. 2016), EUCLID (Laureijs et al. 2011), LSST (Ivezic´ et al.
2008), Tianlai (Xu et al. 2015), CHIME (Bandura et al. 2014), HI-
RAX (Newburgh et al. 2016), BINGO (Battye et al. 2016), and
SKA (Godfrey et al. 2012)), many other reconstruction methods
have been proposed and gained broader applications (for a review,
see Schmittfull et al. (2017)). For example, Zhu et al. (2016, 2017)
proposed a nonlinear reconstruction technique based on iteratively
solving the coordinate transform between the Lagrangian and Eu-
lerian frames, which has been tested for dark matter density fields
(Zhu et al. 2016, 2017), Fisher information (Pan et al. 2017), BAO
(Wang et al. 2017), biased tracers (Yu et al. 2017; Wang & Pen
2019) and redshift-space distortions (Zhu et al. 2018). Schmitt-
full et al. (2017) described an iterative method to reconstruct ini-
tial condition and Seljak et al. (2017); Feng et al. (2018); Modi
et al. (2018) converted the reconstruction to optimization problem
by forward modeling. Motivated by the similar purpose, Shi et al.
(2018) proposed a multi-grid relaxation method and extended it for
biased tracers (Birkin et al. 2018) and to remove redshift-space dis-
tortions from galaxy clustering (Wang et al. 2019). It is found that
most of these methods achieve substantial improvements beyond
the standard reconstruction and some other methods have been de-
signed to gain more information in some specific cases (e.g. Bur-
den et al. (2015); Obuljen et al. (2017); Hada & Eisenstein (2018,
2019); Sarpa et al. (2018)).
Another potential approach to extract the BAO features from
the galaxy survey is to use artificial neural networks (hereafter net-
work; for some reviews see Lecun et al. 2015; Goodfellow et al.
2016), which has been widely used in various fields in astronomy,
such as gravitational lensing (Springer et al. 2018; Tewes et al.
2018; Gupta et al. 2018; Li et al. 2018; Morningstar et al. 2018,
2019), Cosmic Microwave Background (Caldeira et al. 2018), neu-
tral hydrogen (Gillet et al. 2018; Shimabukuro & Semelin 2017;
Rafieferantsoa et al. 2018), cosmological parameters (Mathuriya
et al. 2018; Gupta et al. 2018; Ravanbakhsh et al. 2017; Schmel-
zle et al. 2017), large scale structure classification (Aragon-Calvo
2018) and generation (Rodriguez et al. 2018) and structure forma-
tion (Berger & Stein 2018; Lucie-Smith et al. 2018; Lucie-Smith
et al. 2019; Modi et al. 2018; He et al. 2019).
In this paper, we use network-based method to reconstruct the
BAO signal in dark matter density field. The latter is obtained from
high-resolution N-body simulations, which provide all necessary
information to construct our network model. In the network case,
we convert the reconstruction problem to a nonlinear mapping from
final nonlinear density to initial linear density by introducing a large
number of parameters, which are optimized by feeding simulation
data.
This is a new independent method from the ones commonly
used in BAO analyses, and can be used to identify and under-
stand potential modeling systematics in BAO measurements. Un-
like other methods based on perturbation theory, our method is im-
pacted by the survey boundary very slightly because it reconstructs
initial linear density from local final nonlinear density in configu-
ration space. It is because, in Fourier space, the effect of the survey
boundary is a window function that is convolved onto the density
fluctuation. This broad window function can have a global impact
on BAO reconstruction. However, this effect becomes local in the
configuration space, introducing less impacts on our reconstruction.
This paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we describe
our network model and the simulations used in this work. It is fol-
lowed by results of the reconstruction in section 3. We discuss the
cosmology dependency and survey boundary dependency in sec-
tion 4 and conclude in section 5.
2 METHOD
In this section, we first describe the reconstruction problem by way
of maximum likelihood estimation and show that it can also be rep-
resented by the network. After that, we review the traditional and
convolutional neural networks and describe the network model we
used in this work. Finally, we show the training process and de-
scribe the dataset used in this paper.
2.1 Maximum likelihood estimation
Suppose f (δf ; θ) is a parametric model, with parameter set θ, that
can predict initial linear density δi above a certain scale, given the
corresponding final density field δf . It can be written as
δi = f (δf ; θ). (1)
Under the Gaussian assumption, the maximum likelihood estima-
tion is equivalent to the minimizing of mean square error (MSE).
Thus, we have
θˆML = arg min
θ
k∑ (
f (δkf ; θ) − δki
)2
. (2)
Here the superscript k indicates independent and identically dis-
tributed (i.i.d.) data points. In the reconstruction problem, the data
points mean different realizations. It is not easy to estimate θML
directly because we do not know the mathematical form of the
model f (δf ; θ). A good choice is fitting the parameters θ from data
with the help of optimization method. Due to the complexity of the
model and the huge number of parameters, the methods used in
previous researches, such as Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC)
are not efficient. In this work, we choose gradient-based neural net-
work to construct model and optimize parameters.
2.2 Artificial neural network
Artificial neural network (see some reviews, Lecun et al. (2015);
Goodfellow et al. (2016)) is suitable for solving problems with no
known specific mathematical expressions. By constructing a non-
linear parametric model, the network converts complex problems
into non-convex optimization and optimizes the trainable param-
eters by gradient descent based methods (e.g. stochastic gradient
descent, Bottou (1998)). In general, the process of optimizing train-
able parameters by feeding a series of data points into a fixed net-
work architecture is called training.
A standard feed-forward neural network consists of multiple
layers. Each layer performs a weighted linear combination of its
inputs, followed by an element-wise nonlinear activation function
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and a bias term. These weights and biases on all layers constitute
the trainable parameters of the network.
For layer n, if we set the input vector as xn−1, weight matrix
Wn and bias vector bn, then the output of this layer is
xn = a(Wnxn−1 + bn). (3)
Here the a denotes a nonlinear activation function. In this paper, we
use the rectified linear unit (ReLU, Nair & Hinton (2010)) activa-
tion function. For the network, the output of one layer is the input
of the next layer. By stacking a series of functions in equation 3, the
network will have potential to approximate the f (δf ; θ) in equation
2 and the trainable parameters correspond to the parameter set θ.
In deep learning, increasing the number of layers N always
expands the capacity of the network. It is because increasing N en-
larges the hypothesis space of solutions that algorithm is able to
choose from, although it may lead to difficulties in training. Once
the network architecture is determined, the trainable parameters in
the network will be optimized to minimize a loss function. The loss
function describes a kind of distance between the network predic-
tion and the target value. In this paper, we choose MSE loss as the
loss function.
2.3 Convolutional neural networks
Convolutional neural networks (hereafter CNNs, see e.g. LeCun
et al. (1990); Krizhevsky et al. (2012)) are well known in process-
ing visual imagery because their shift-invariant property and re-
duced the number of free parameters. In this study, we perform the
estimator described in equation 2 by 3-D convolutional neural net-
work.
CNNs replace the matrix-vector productWnxn−1 in equation
3 as a sum of convolutions, the latter being more efficient and hav-
ing fewer trainable parameters. Like in equation 3, we represent the
output of the l-th kernel in layer n as
xln = a
(
k∑
Wln ⊗ xkn−1 + bln
)
. (4)
Here, ⊗ indicates 3-D convolution operation,Wln denotes trainable
convolutional kernels for layer n, l indicates the l-th kernel in this
layer and k indicates the output corresponding to the k-th convolu-
tional kernel in previous layer, which is also called the k-th channel.
In addition to the convolutional layers, standard CNNs usu-
ally contain pooling layers (such as Krizhevsky et al. (2012)). In
our network, the pooling layers are replaced by a striding in 2 vox-
els per side in the convolutional calculation. For all convolutional
kernels in this paper, we set their size as 3×3×3 voxels, except the
last convolution layer whose kernel size is 1 × 1 × 1. The detailed
network architecture is shown in Table 1.
As described in equation 1, the input and output of the net-
work are final density field δf and initial density δi, respectively.
To further reduce the computing and memory requirements in the
training, we generate the δf and δi in a small sub-box instead of
the whole simulation box. δf is generated in a cubic region with
length of 76 Mpc/h per side. For δi, we choose the corresponding
central region at initial time with a length of 1.95 Mpc/h per side.
This is because in the view of evolution, the particles located in a
small region can diffuse to a large area. In other words, a big area
with enough volume contains almost all information of its centre
region at the initial time. More details about the data can be found
in subsection 2.5.
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Figure 1. The batch size and loss functions. Here, the loss functions are
normalized by the variance of initial conditions and shown in black and red
solid lines for training and validation set, respectively. We find the loss func-
tion both in training set and validation set decreases with training progress
and there is no obvious over-fitting.
2.4 Training
Once the network architecture is fixed, the training can help us opti-
mize the random parameters to suitable values. In the training pro-
cess, there are some hyper-parameters which should be selected
such as the activation function a and the loss function. The search
for the optimal hyper-parameters is called fine-tuning, which needs
to train the network many times with different hyper-parameters
(Goodfellow et al. 2016). In this paper, we report our preliminary
results of BAO reconstruction by using neural network. Note that
the hyper-parameters used in our model are selected roughly and
further fine-tuning is out of the scope of this study. Below, we list
the hyper-parameters not mentioned previously.
(i) We initialize the parameters follow Jia
et al. (2014), which is performed by the function
variance_scaling_initializer in TensorFlow (Abadi
et al. 2016). The xavier initialization (Glorot & Bengio 2010) also
worked well in our test.
(ii) The learning rate is a hyper-parameter that controls how
much we adjust the trainable parameters based on the loss gradi-
ent. Reducing the learning rate helps to depress the gradient noise,
which makes the network tend to converge to a local or global min-
ima. However, the gradient noise can also be beneficial in some
cases, such as helping to escape “sharp minima" (Smith & Le
2017). In general, the algorithm calculates gradient in a mini-batch
by computing the gradient against more than one training data point
but less than the full dataset at each iteration. As shown in Smith
et al. (2017), in the training, decreasing learning rate is usually
equivalent to increasing the mini-batch size (hereafter, batch size).
Therefore, we fixed the learning rate as 0.0001 and changed the
batch size like in Fig. 1.
(iii) Batch normalization has become a part of the standard
toolkits recently for accelerating and improving the training of
deep network by reducing internal covariate shift (Ioffe & Szegedy
MNRAS 000, 1–11 (2020)
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Table 1. The network architecture. Our network consists of seven convolutional layers and one fully connected layer. Here, the kernel size shows the shape
of convolutional kernels in each convolutional layer. The output shape describes the output size of each layer. For convolutional layers, each dimension
means [batch size, depth, height, width, channels]. And for the fully connected layer, each dimension indicates [batch size, channels]. In the layer before
fully connected, we average the output of the conv7 layer in dimensions of performing convolution, which can also be seen as an average pooling layer. All
convolutional layers are followed by a ReLU (Nair & Hinton 2010) activation function in our network.
Layer Kernel size Output shape Stride Activation function
input None (None, 39, 39, 39, 1) None None
conv1 (3, 3, 3) (None, 20, 20, 20, 32) (2, 2, 2) ReLU
conv2 (3, 3, 3) (None, 20, 20, 20, 32) (1, 1, 1) ReLU
conv3 (3, 3, 3) (None, 10, 10, 10, 64) (2, 2, 2) ReLU
conv4 (3, 3, 3) (None, 10, 10, 10, 64) (1, 1, 1) ReLU
conv5 (3, 3, 3) (None, 5, 5, 5, 128) (2, 2, 2) ReLU
conv6 (3, 3, 3) (None, 5, 5, 5, 128) (1, 1, 1) ReLU
conv7 (1, 1, 1) (None, 5, 5, 5, 128) (1, 1, 1) ReLU
mean None (None, 128) None None
FC None (None, 1) None None
2015). However, since batch normalization uses the mean and vari-
ance value in mini-batch, it is not suitable for small or non-i.i.d.
mini-batch training (Ioffe 2017). In our task, on the one hand, we
use sub-box density fields (see subsection 2.5) when training the
network which are non-i.i.d. datasets. On the other hand, the mem-
ory usage of 3-D convolutions limits the batch size of our network.
Therefore, we remove all batch normalization layers in our net-
work.
(iv) We use the moment-based Adam Optimizer (Kingma & Ba
2014) in this work.
In the training, the loss function is the most important indica-
tor. It can be used to monitor the network’s ability and over-fitting.
Here, over-fitting means the network is trained to work so well on
the training set that it works poorly on data it hasn’t seen before.
The training set is the dataset fed into the network and used to cal-
culate the gradients for updating trainable parameters. In the train-
ing, the data that the network “hasn’t seen before" is called the val-
idation set. The validation set will also be fed into the network but
only its loss will be used to indicate over-fitting. When the network
is over-fitted, the loss of training set will reduce but the validation
loss will increase conversely.
In Fig. 1, we show the batch size and loss function in training.
In the top panel, the batch size increases gradually with the training
progress to reduce the gradient noise. In the bottom panel, the loss
function of the training set and validation set are represented by
black and red solid lines, respectively. The loss function shown here
is normalized by the variance of initial conditions, in other words
MSE
σ2
=
∑k ( f (δkf ; θ) − δki )2∑k (δ¯ik − δki )2 . (5)
In this case, the loss should be 1 if the network predicts initial den-
sity only by its mean value. We find the loss both in training set and
validation set decreases gradually in the training and there is no ob-
vious over-fitting. Thus, we do not use regularizations such as L2
regularization or dropouts (Srivastava et al. 2014) in our network,
used to avoid over-fitting.
2.5 Data set
The dataset in this study is based on the Indra simulations (Falck
et al, in preparation). The Indra simulations are a series of N-body
simulations (512 runs) evolved from different initial conditions by
L-Gadget (Springel 2005), each with 10243 dark matter particles
in a periodic cube 1 h−1Gpc on a side. The cosmological param-
eters in these simulations are taken to be the best-fit parameters
of WMAP7 (Komatsu et al. 2011): Ωm = 0.272, ΩΛ = 0.728,
Ωb = 0.045, h = 0.704, σ8 = 0.81, and ns = 0.967.
In total, there are 24 simulations used to built the dataset,
equally split between training, validation, and test sets. We define
the snapshot z = 10 as the initial condition and the snapshot z = 0
as the final condition. Here, we choose the initial time arbitrarily.
We note that if you define the initial time as a redshift higher than
10, you only need to retrain the network with the data at corre-
sponding redshift.
For each simulation, we assign the dark matter particles into
5123 grids by Piecewise Cubic Spline (PCS, see e.g. Chaniotis &
Poulikakos (2004)) and perform a Gaussian smoothing in 3 Mpc/h
for the initial density field. The network is designed to input 393
grids and output 1 value for reducing computational complexity.
Here, the input is a cubic region of final density field and the output
is the corresponding centre grid at initial condition. Since the side
length of the grid is about 1.95 Mpc/h, the input is a cubic sub-box
with side length 76 Mpc/h.
For the training and validation sets, we separate each simu-
lated final density field into sub-boxes in stride of 16 grids per side.
Thus, in both the training and validation sets, we generate 32768
elements per simulation and 262144 elements in total. When train-
ing, we use all elements in the training set but randomly select 4096
elements from the validation set to monitor the over-fitting.
To further enlarge the training set, we augment each element
with 6 different rotations and 8 different axis-reflections to expand
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the training set by a factor of 48 (Ravanbakhsh et al. 2017). Note
that expanding the training set with more simulations is always ben-
eficial. However, each simulation’s sub-boxes will occupy a huge
storage space (about 14 GB) in our method, thus expanding data
set by using more simulations will cause storage pressure. In this
case, the data augmentation is a more efficient way. Additionally,
since over-fitting is not an urgent problem as shown in Fig. 1, more
simulations are not necessary in our study.
Besides the training set and the validation set, another inde-
pendent test set is also needed to test the final results of our model.
It is because although the validation set has no contribution to the
gradient, it is used to choose the hyper-parameters. Unlike the train-
ing and validation sets, we do not use the test set to measure the
loss. In the test results, the network is seen as a complex convolu-
tional kernal and we convolve it on the whole final density field. By
this way, we got the corresponding reconstructed density field. We
note that all results in section 3 are calculated from 8 simulations in
a test set with the same cosmology, but different initial conditions
compared to training and validation sets.
3 RESULTS
3.1 Density maps and probability density functions
Visual inspection of density maps provides an intuitive measure-
ment of the quality of the reconstruction. In Fig. 2, we show the
density maps of the initial condition δi, final condition δf , recon-
struction δr and residual between reconstruction and initial condi-
tion δr − δi, respectively. To show these density maps clearly, we
scale the corresponding density contrast δ by linear growth factor
D+ to z = 0 and perform a 4 Mpc/h Gaussian smoothing on all
density fields. The projection depth of all slices is 1.95 Mpc/h. As
shown in the residual map, we find that δr is almost identical to the
initial one δi.
To further quantify the quality of reconstruction, we illustrate
the probability density functions (PDFs) in Fig. 3. The red, green
and black solid lines indicate the PDFs of δi, δf and δr, respectively.
Like in Fig. 2, we linearly extrapolate the corresponding density
fields to z = 0 and perform a 4 Mpc/h Gaussian smoothing. We
find, compared to the final condition, the PDF of the reconstruction
is significantly closer to the initial condition.
3.2 Transfer function
The transfer function can be used to measure the discrepancy of
the power spectrum between initial condition and reconstruction,
which is defined as
T(k) =
√
Pr(k)/Pi(k). (6)
Here, Pr(k) and Pi(k) are power spectra of δr and δi.
In Fig. 4, the black line shows the transfer function aver-
aged in 8 simulations. The transfer function decays on small scales
which indicates our reconstruction is biased. This bias results in the
discrepancy of PDFs between initial condition and reconstruction
shown in Fig. 3. However, if we can measure this bias in simula-
tions and it is stable in different cases, we can calibrate the density
fluctuation by transfer function, as is widely used in many other
reconstruction methods (Schmittfull et al. 2017; Zhu et al. 2017;
Seljak et al. 2017). To test its reliability, we measure the transfer
function in 8 simulations of the test set. We find, compared to the
mean transfer function, the standard deviations on all scales except
the first bin shown in Fig. 4 are smaller than 5%. Even for the first
bin which suffers from cosmic variance on the largest scales, this
effect is only about 1.2%. On the largest scales, the transfer func-
tion is slightly larger than 1, which may be because our method re-
constructs the initial condition from small sub-box volume, which
lacks of information on vary large scales. However, these scales
are not important in BAO reconstruction since they are almost not
affected by nonlinear evolution and do not need reconstruction.
3.3 Correlation coefficient
The correlation coefficient between two density fields describes
their correlation in phase space, whose definition is
r(k) = P12(k)/
√
P1(k)P2(k), (7)
where P1 and P2 denote the auto power spectra and P12 is the cor-
responding cross power spectrum. In Fig. 5, we show the correla-
tion coefficient between initial condition and reconstruction by the
black line, and use red line to denote the correlation between initial
condition and final condition. We find the reconstruction increases
r to 0.5 at scale about k = 0.4 hMpc−1. The recovering of the infor-
mation larger than this scale is enough to recover the baryon signal,
given that, the BAO signals at scales smaller than 0.4 hMpc−1 are
weaker than 1 percent and are not detectable in observation because
of its poor signal to noise ratio.
3.4 BAO signal
To test the quality of our reconstruction of the BAO signal, we cal-
culate the fractional BAO signal in Fig. 6. The definition of the
latter is
S = (Pwiggle − Pnowiggle)/Pnowiggle, (8)
where subscript “wiggle" and “nowiggle" denote simulations
evolved from initial power spectrum with and without BAO wig-
gle (Vlah et al. 2015). These simulation pairs have the same initial
random seed, which cancels most of the cosmic variance in BAO
signal calculation (Schmittfull et al. 2017). In the top panel, the
black solid line is the BAO signal calculated from the initial con-
dition, in which we can find a series of BAO peaks clearly. How-
ever, for the final condition, shown by the green cross points, the
BAO peaks are broaden, which means the signal to noise ratio of
BAO peaks decreases because of nonlinear evolution, especially on
scales 0.2-0.4 hMpc−1. After reconstruction, shown by the red hol-
low circles, the signal to noise ratio of BAO peaks is improved, until
about k = 0.4 hMpc−1. We also show the difference between ini-
tial condition and reconstruction in the bottom panel. On all scales,
we find the differences of fractional BAO signals measured from
the initial condition and the reconstruction are smaller than 1 per-
cent. This indicates our reconstruction is efficient to estimate the
effect of non-liner evolution and recover the BAO wiggles in the
initial condition. As Fig. 6 shows, we could recover the peak around
k = 0.32 hMpc−1 and partly the peak around k = 0.38 hMpc−1.
4 DISCUSSION
4.1 Cosmology dependency
In this study, we train our network by simulations with specific
cosmology parameters, which introduce cosmological dependency
MNRAS 000, 1–11 (2020)
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Figure 2. Density map. We show the density map in a 1.95 Mpc/h slice of IC: initial condition δi, FC: final condition δf , REC: reconstruction δr and RES:
residual between reconstruction and initial condition δr − δi. For clarity, we scale the corresponding density contrast δ by linear growth factor and smooth all
density field by a Gaussian kernel with σ = 4 Mpc/h.
into our model. In this subsection, we check this dependency of our
model.
To check the cosmology dependency, we run another three
pairs of simulations in 500 Mpc/h box size from initial conditions
with and without BAO wiggle like in Fig. 6. These simulations
use different cosmological parameters compared to the training
set. In the training set, the Indra simulation use the best-fitted
cosmological parameters of WMAP+BAO+H0 in the seven year
WMAP results. While in these new simulations, we choose the
best-fit parameters base on WMAP only data in WMAP5 (Hinshaw
et al. 2009), WMAP7 (Komatsu et al. 2011) and WMAP9 (Bennett
et al. 2013) to increase the difference from the training sample. We
train our model in the training cosmology but use it to reconstruct
the BAO signal in these cosmologies. The results are shown in
Fig. 7. From top to bottom, we use the red, blue and green to
indicate the five, seven and nine year WMAP only cosmologies
and use the black line to denote our previous result in Fig. 6.
For the top three panels, solid lines denote the fractional BAO
signal measured from initial condition and hollow circles show
the results of reconstruction. We find even though we train the
network by specific cosmological parameters, the reconstructed
BAO signals in WMAP cosmologies do not bring about more
discrepancy against their initial condition than that in Fig. 6.
This is understandable since we construct the training set by
density in small sub-box, and do not train the network so well to
distinguish different cosmologies. In the bottom panel, we show
the differences of fractional BAO signals between initial condition
and reconstruction in all 4 cosmologies, which gives the same
conclusion.
It should be noted that, to overcome the cosmology depen-
dency completely, we should train the network with simulations in
a series of cosmological parameters like Ravanbakhsh et al. (2017)
did. More detailed discussions about it are out of the scope of this
paper.
4.2 Boundary dependency
Unlike discussed above in the dark matter case, the BAO measure-
ment in galaxy survey data faces further problems, such as the
redshift-space distortion, galaxy bias and survey boundary. Most
perturbation based reconstruction algorithms estimate the displace-
ment field in Fourier space. In this case, the irregular survey bound-
ary and incomplete information near it disturbs the reconstruction
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Figure 3. Probability density functions. The red, green and black solid lines
indicate the PDFs of δi, δf and δr. We scale the corresponding density field
to z = 0 and perform a 4 Mpc/h Gaussian smoothing as in Fig. 2. Contrast
to δf , we find the PDF of δr close to δi obviously.
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Figure 4. The transfer function averaged in 8 simulations. Although it is
not shown in the figure, most of the standard deviations are smaller than
5% compared to the transfer function in almost all scales.
result in an extent of 100 Mpc/h (Zhu et al. 2019). Since our net-
work model estimates initial condition from sub-box instead of
global density distribution, we expect it suffers small impact from
survey boundary. In this subsection, we check such a boundary
dependence of our reconstruction (hereafter, boundary reconstruc-
tion) by assuming a survey boundary like the Apple logo. In this
paper, we are focus on the reconstruction of dark matter density.
The Apple logo is a good choice because it provides a few sep-
arated irregular regions and avoids the result depends on specific
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)
Figure 5. We show the correlation coefficient between initial condition and
reconstruction by the black line. As comparison, we also plot the correlation
coefficient between initial and final condition by the red line. We find the
reconstructed density is about 90% corrected with the initial density at k =
0.2hMpc−1 and about 50% corrected until scale k = 0.4hMpc−1.
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Figure 6. Fractional BAO signals in the power spectrum. To cancel most
of the cosmic variance, we run a pair of simulations with the same initial
random seed but generated by the initial power spectrum with and without
BAO wiggle. The BAO signal is defined by equation 8. Upper panel: we
use the black solid line, green cross points and red hollow circles to indi-
cate the BAO signal in initial condition, final condition and reconstruction.
Compared to final nonlinear case, the reconstruction increases the noise to
signal ratio until k = 0.4hMpc−1. Lower panel: the black line shows the
difference of fractional BAO signals measured from initial condition and
reconstruction. Here, the Si and Sr indicate the fractional BAO signals in
initial condition and reconstruction, respectively
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Figure 7. Like Fig. 6, but show the fractional BAO signals in different
cosmologies. From top to bottom, we use the red, green and blue to indicate
WMAP5, WMAP7 and WMAP9 cosmology and the black line to denote
our previous result in Fig. 6. For the top three panels, solid lines denote the
fractional BAO signal measured from initial condition and hollow circles
show the results of reconstruction. The bottom panel shows the difference
of fractional BAO signal between the initial condition and reconstruction in
three cosmologies with corresponding colored points. Although the network
is trained by simulations in specific cosmology, we find there is not a strong
cosmological dependency if we use it to reconstruct the cosmologies that
are close to the training data.
real survey geometry. For comparison, we use the “full reconstruc-
tion” to indicate the reconstruction that use all information in the
box.
Fig. 8 shows the density maps of the boundary reconstruction
in a 1.95 Mpc/h slice. In the boundary reconstruction, we set all
grids outside the assumed survey boundary to the cosmic mean den-
sity during reconstruction and show the result in Fig.8. To describe
clearly, for each grid, we define completeness fR as the fraction
of unmasked volume on the sub-box used to reconstruction, so we
can select the volume that is not affected by the survey boundary by
fR = 1 or all area located in the survey boundary via fR > 0. The
area not affected by survey boundary (hereafter, critical boundary)
is circled by the black dashed line in this figure and its nearest po-
sition to the survey boundary is about 37 Mpc/h (about half of the
sub-box length we used for reconstruction). In the left panels, from
top to bottom, we show the density map of full reconstruction and
boundary reconstruction. For clarity, in the right panels, we show
the residual between boundary and full reconstruction and the com-
pleteness fR. In the residual panel, it is clear that there is no dis-
crepancy between full and boundary reconstruction inside the crit-
ical boundary. With the fR decreasing, the residual becomes more
and more obvious since these positions are less well reconstructed
because of missed structures outside the boundary.
In Fig. 9, we show the transfer function of boundary recon-
struction in cases of fR = 1.0, fR > 0.8 and fR > 0.5 by the
black, red and blue solid lines, respectively. Here, the fR > 0.8 and
fR > 0.5 indicate we use all grids with fR > 0.8 and fR > 0.5 in the
calculation of the transfer function, respectively. For clarity, in the
lower panel, we show the ratio of the transfer functions between
boundary and full reconstruction in different fR. For fR = 1, as
expected, the transfer function in boundary reconstruction is con-
sistent with the full reconstruction. For the cases of fR > 0.8 and
fR > 0.5, there are about 2% and 4% deviation compared to the full
reconstruction at scale k = 0.4 hMpc−1, respectively. Like Fig. 9,
we also show the correlation coefficients of boundary reconstruc-
tion in Fig. 10. From the ratio of correlation coefficients between
boundary reconstruction and full reconstruction, we find about 4%
deviation at scale k = 0.4 hMpc−1 when completeness is larger
than 0.8.
5 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we report our first results of BAO reconstruction with
deep convolutional neural networks in simulated dark matter den-
sity field. Our reconstruction has a good similarity in projected den-
sity map and PDF, and is about 90% at k = 0.2 hMpc−1 and 50%
at k = 0.4 hMpc−1 correlated with the initial linear density. For
the fractional BAO signal, the reconstruction improves the signal
to noise ratio until k = 0.4 hMpc−1, which extends the range of
scales where the power spectrum matches linear theory by a factor
about 2 compared to final condition.
Since the network is trained by simulations with specific cos-
mological parameters, we check the cosmology dependency of our
model in several WMAP cosmologies in subsection 4.1 and find
our network is not sensitive to cosmologies similar to our training
set. To completely remove the cosmology dependency, the network
should be trained by simulations with different cosmological pa-
rameters like Ravanbakhsh et al. (2017) did, which is out of the
scope of this paper.
Survey boundary is a global impact on the BAO reconstruction
in galaxy surveys. Because of reconstruction in configuration space
and small sub-box, our model can make sure the areas inside the
critical boundary, which is located about 37 Mpc/h from the survey
boundary, not affected by the survey boundary. Our model obtains
a good result even when completeness fR = 0.8, which enables us
to extract the information in the survey as much as it have.
In this paper, we tested our new scheme in dark matter only
simulations, and found it could estimate the non-linear effect till
k = 0.4 Mpc/h efficiently and enable us to recover the BAO wig-
gles till k = 0.32 Mpc/h. In the future, we will try to test our
method in the reconstructed density field from the galaxy surveys
(Wang et al. 2009). It is expected that we could use the informa-
tion of all galaxies in the survey and put tighter constrains on the
cosmological models by the measurement of BAO signal.
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